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Project description
The current project comes from a Kaggle Competition titled "Evaluating Student

Writing".

The dataset contains argumentative essays written by U.S students in grades 6-12.

The essays were annotated by expert raters for elements commonly found in

argumentative writing.

The goal of the project is to predict human annotations.



Project description (cont'd)
Each essay must be segmented into discourse elements.

Each discourse element must be classified as one of the following:

Lead

Position

Claim

Counterclaim

Rebuttal

Evidence

Conclusing statement



Exploratory data analysis



Overall number of discourse elements
Claim and Evidence predominate





Overall number of discourse elements
Claim and Evidence predominate

In [4]:
df_elements = df.groupby(['discourse_type']).size().reset_index() 
fig, ax = plt.subplots(1) 
fig.set_size_inches(8,8) 
ax.barh(df_elements['discourse_type'], df_elements[0], color = ['C1', 'C2', 'C3', 'C4', 'C5', 'C6', 'C7']) 
ax.tick_params(axis='x', labelrotation = 45) 





Distribution of discourse elements per essay
The previous imbalance is also observed at the essay level





Distribution of discourse elements per essay
The previous imbalance is also observed at the essay level

In [5]:
# Step 1: Grouping by id and discourse type 
df_ind_distribution = df.groupby(['id','discourse_type']).size().reset_index() 
 
# Step 2: Creating a pivot table based on column values 
df_ind_distribution = df_ind_distribution.pivot(index = 'id', columns='discourse_type', values = 0) 
 
# Step 3: Calculating descriptive stats for each discourse type 
distribution_summary = df_ind_distribution.describe() 
distribution_summary['stats'] = ['count', 'mean', 'std', 'min', '25%', '50%', '75%', 'max'] 
distribution_summary = (distribution_summary.melt(id_vars=["stats"], 
                           value_vars =["Claim",'Concluding Statement','Counterclaim', 
                                       'Evidence', 'Lead', 'Position', 'Rebuttal'],value_name="values") 
 .replace('', np.nan,) 
 .dropna() 
 .sort_values('stats')) 
distribution_summary = distribution_summary[distribution_summary['stats'] == 'mean'] 
 
# Step 4: Visualize 
fig, ax = plt.subplots(1) 
fig.set_size_inches(8,8) 
ax.bar(distribution_summary['discourse_type'], distribution_summary['values'], color = ['C1', 'C2', 'C3', 'C4', 'C5', 'C6'
ax.set_ylabel('Mean use of each discourse type per essay') 
ax.tick_params(axis='x', labelrotation = 45) 





Data pre-processing
All essays were tokenized.

Each token received a number from 0 to 7 based on the type of discourse element it

belonged to (according to the training dataset):

0 = Lead

1 = Position

2 = Evidence

3 = Claim

4 = Concluding statement

5 = Counterclaim

6 = Rebuttal

7 = None of the above



Model form
The basic form of our model takes as input the list of tokens in a given document, and

outputs the class probability vectors for each token.



We use the pre-trained Longformer  model from the transformers module as a first
layer in a neural network.

The longformer is a pretrained word embedding based off the well known transformer 
BERT , however its attention mechanism scales linearly with document length as
opposed to BERT  which scales quadratically, making Longformer  useful for
analyzing large documents.

We then feed the word embeddings to a dense layer followed by a classification layer
using softmax to output class probabilities for each token.

We then use these class probabilities along with certain prior assumptions about the
distribution of discourse elements throughout the essays to predict classes at the
sentence level.



In [9]:
from IPython.display import Image 
Image("slide.png") 

Out[9]:





Results
We use the metric provided by Kaggle to evaluate performance.

We calculate the F1 score for each class and then take the average across all classes.

The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, calculated by

2
precision ⋅ recall

precision + recall



Discourse Type F1-score

Claim .084

Concluding Statement .32

Counterclaim 0.0

Evidence .56

Lead .42

Position .21

Rebuttal 0.0

Avg. across classes .23



User interface
We further developed a web app on streamlit  that allows users to input their

essays and outputs an annotated essay.

We hope this can be helpful to students who want quick feedback on the structure of

their argumentative writing.

We imagine that it could be used as a part of a larger program for providing feedback

on students' writing.
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